PLEASE NOTE:
The updated ROM List shown below includes champions through the year 2015. With the addition of 280 champions from 2015 (159 rough champions and 121 smooth champions), there are now 16,083 Collie champions in the database (9,694 Rough champions, 6,387 Smooth champions, and 2 champions whose variety is not known).

There is (1) new addition to the Rough sire list: (CH Southland’s Lexington). The Rough dam list has (2) new additions: (CH Blu Ridge Ride The Waves, and CH Overland East of Eden).

There are no (0) new additions to the Smooth sire list, and (1) new addition to the Smooth dam list (CH Silverhill Love Notes RN).

If there are dogs or bitches missing that you feel are qualified to be on the ROM List, please let me know. Email me at TriviewCollies@fuse.net. Also, let me know if there are any corrections, misspellings, omissions or changes. This list is a continual work in progress and sometimes dogs are missing on the original list of champions received from AKC. This inadvertent omission can throw off all numbers. Even a misspelled name can affect the numbers and resulting placement.

Keep in mind that this list is current through the end of 2015. If you have dogs or bitches that have finished in the year 2016, they ARE NOT reflected in the numbers on this current list. All information is received yearly from AKC published records, and is not tallied until the following year.